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When you come to fly next time the trailer and
main hangar will be quiet… but our planes are still
ready to fly! The City of Morris decided to build a
larger parking lot this spring to fit their long-term
airport plan in the space occupied by the Blue Sky
trailer and main hangar, so we moved out at the
end of December. THANK YOU to all that helped!!
We could not have done it without you!!! No worries
though, as Blue Sky intends to keep on flying at
Morris as other training operators have
successfully been doing with no "brick and mortar"
facility. We look forward to making more tailwheel
pilots, Stearman lovers and providing transition
experience in the RV8 and you will have access to
the Pitts acro and RV4 training!

Blue Sky News

We also love helping pilots find and buy and fly their
dreams home too by not only helping with the
paperwork process but also getting the plane to its
new home. Any questions please call me 815-2521031 or email cindy@blueskyaero.com

My Favorite Weather Site is BACK!!! Navmonster used
to be my go-to for internet weather info until one day a
few years ago I clicked as usual on their site to find a sad
note that they had been targeted in a lawsuit by some
large chart corporations to stop or pay up! Years go by…
and Jana Trofimchuck mentioned they are back!!! All you
have to do is put your departure and destination airport in
and Navmonster does the rest… all on one easy page. Easy
path … www.navmonster.com Works on Apple and
Android too! Give it a try ☺

James Horsley learned to fly at Blue Sky
in 2012, and last October he took his first
flight in N7297Q with this wife and son! I
believe this is the face of a future pilot!!
Member Dave Butler took the Citabria out
with his daughter on one of the coldest
days of the year! He told me how beautiful
it looked, “like something out of a movie”
and enjoyed seeing the cloud of snow
when turning on the grass strip. Go Dave!
Only few other pilots braved the cold;
Michael Jagmin, Brian DePung, and Scott
Kaluf. Randy McMahel gave his wife
Marie and their daughter their first flights
in the RV8!! Soon Blue Sky will be able to
offer the RV8 for transition training!!

More new Pilots!

Some of you may remember CFI

Jerry Gebus that taught for BSA in 2005. He is now an airline pilot,
lives in Florida and just bought a Cherokee to teach his three boys
how to fly. They have a head start as he has already exposed
them to glider flying! Thanks for sharing Jerry and have fun!

